Team 8A Supply List: Kart, Cuadrado, May, Graczyk

Math 8 and Algebra Honors:
- Large 3-ring binder, loose leaf and 3 dividers
- Spiral notebook or graph paper composition book
- Blue/Black pens (1 Box)
- Pencils #2 (1 Box)
- 1 package of Graph Paper

**Optional** - Both will be supplied in class but some students prefer to have their own!
  - Math 8 - Scientific Calculator (TI34 is recommended) with fraction key to assist with homework.
  - Algebra Honors - TI-84 Plus Graphing Calculator. Students also can use an application DESMOS on a computer at home.

Science:
- Large 3-ring binder, Loose-Leaf paper, and 4 dividers (Classwork/Labs/HW/Tests & Quizzes)
- 1 package colored pencils
- Pens and Pencils
- Ruler and 4-function calculator
- 1 Highlighter

Social Studies:
- 3-ring binder with Loose-leaf paper
- Pens and Pencils

English:
- 3-ring loose-leaf binder with loose-leaf
- A 2-pocket folder
- Blue/black ink pens
- Standard sized post-it notes
- Highlighters
- A marble notebook to leave in class

**Important Notes***
- Please buy a composition notebook or an actual planner to record assignments in.
- Students should have their Math/Science and Social Studies/English in same binders.
- Students are asked to bring in a box of tissues for each class.